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Abstract: In the modern shipboard power system, there is a growing concern about reduced fuel
economy, efficiency improvement, and minimized emission in recent years. Besides, considering the
islanded nature of the shipboard power system, ensuring the system reliability at both generation and
load side is crucial. In this context, a hybrid medium voltage DC (MVDC) distribution system concept
with diesel engine, PV system, and battery energy storage system (BESS) as the generators for the
shipboard power system is proposed. Variable speed operation of a diesel engine is considered for the
benefit of minimal specific fuel oil consumption (SFOC). Regarding the fault-tolerant characteristics
of six-phase permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM), it is used for both generating and
motoring application, thus maintaining system reliability at any time. A hierarchical control system is
designed and implemented to ensure proper load power-sharing among the generators and to regulate
the dc-link voltage of the proposed MVDC distribution system. To bolster the intent of minimal SFOC
zone operation of diesel engines and coordination between the generators and load, a deterministic
rule-based power management system is proposed and implemented. The simulation is carried out for
potential operational modes of a cruise ship in the MATLAB/Simulink environment. Simulation results
show that the proposed topological and control structure has satisfactory performance in terms of
power delivery, stable dc-link dynamics, and overall system stability.

Keywords: shipboard MVDC distribution system; six-phase PMSM; variable speed diesel engine;
PV system; battery energy storage; minimum SFOC; hierarchical modified droop control; rule-based
energy management

1. Introduction

In recent years, the onboard MVDC distribution system has been a topic of great interest in the
field of a shipboard power system. Amongst a recent technology, the onboard MVDC grid is a novel
shipboard electric power distribution concept that opens the new doors for fuel economy, efficiency
improvement, space savings, and freedom in overall ship design [1–3]. Unlike the conventional AC
system, the DC grid system does not have a synchronization problem and offers independent control
over the load system. In the same context, [4] suggests an idea of a centralized DC bus system having
ability to supply the total load as a viable option, to improve the global efficiency and reduce the
onboard size of a shipboard power system. In 2010, IEEE published a recommended practice for
1 kV to 35 kV medium-voltage DC power systems on ships [5]. Although various research [6–8] was
conducted in the field of an onboard MVDC power system, the shipboard MVDC distribution system
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is yet to be installed onboard a ship [3], which stimulates further research and development in this
particular field.

Two notational distribution topologies for onboard MVDC power system architecture are proposed
in the IEEE recommended practice [5]: radial and zonal distribution topologies. However, in this
paper, we focus our research on the MVDC radial distribution topology, which so far is the most
standard, more researched, and mature distribution system, widely used in land-based power systems,
thus manifesting its potential application in onboard power systems. Primary power supplies in a
shipboard power system are diesel engines and gas turbines. Recently, with the advent of power
electronic devices, renewable energy sources such as photovoltaic (PV) technology has driven uprising
attention in academia [9–11]. In addition, to deal with the power transient associated with the large
load change, high-frequency switching of power electronics devices, and to maintain the reliability
and safety of the onboard power system, energy storage devices such as a battery, fuel cell, and super
capacitor are integrated into the system. Taking into account these aspects, a six-phase PMSM based
hybrid diesel/PV/battery MVDC power distribution system for a cruise ship is proposed in this paper
(Figure 1).

Electrical generators form the major power source of the shipboard microgrid in delivering
the mechanical power from the diesel engine to the MVDC distribution system via an appropriate
converter. References [12–15] provide a detailed overview of the generators/alternators applicable for
the MVDC distribution system with their possible merits, demerits, and applicability, in addition to
the technologies under research and development. In [13], some proven technology of alternators
for the onboard MVDC grid, such as wound-field salient pole low-speed alternators, wound-field
laminated round rotor alternators, turbo-alternators, and permanent magnet synchronous generator
(PMSG), are mentioned. In addition to that, it also highlights the importance of PMSG machines
as a suitable generator to supply DC systems through rectifiers, but it does not provide detailed
results and discussion on the application of PMSG as a potential alternator for onboard MVDC grid.
Furthermore, [15] also focuses on the employment of PMSG as an onboard generator and provides
simulation results to verify the suitability of PMSG as the potential alternator. PMSG, despite being
a strong candidate for a generator of the onboard power system, another very specific issue to be
addressed is to guarantee continuity of motoring and generating operations for use in electric ships.
In this context, a simple three-phase PMSG may not be the potential solution. Hence, [1,13] suggest the
adoption of multiphase technology for their inherent fault tolerance features and reduced power rating
per phase in an electric propulsion system. In the same context, [16,17] purpose the use of multiphase
multipulse generation for the MVDC system with cascading of the rectifier unit for realizing a higher
number of phases. However, [18] states that output performance advantages, which could be gained
by increasing the number of phases above six, are not significant. Therefore, in this paper, we consider
six-phase PMSM as a suitable candidate for both generation and propulsion purposes.

An appropriate control strategy is required for the proper coordination between the load and
generator within the system. Several control strategies have been reviewed in [19,20] for land-based
dc microgrid, which are more or less applicable for the onboard DC distribution system. Master and
slave control, DC bus signaling, and hierarchical droop control are some of the well-known control
strategies for a land-based microgrid. Hierarchical control has become a standardized control structure
in DC microgrid because it can optimize and control the dynamic and stable process in multiple time
scales and multiple dimensions, ensuring system stability and economy [21]. However, the hierarchical
control approach is least discussed regarding the future shipboard DC distribution/microgrid control.
Therefore, in this paper, the hierarchical control approach is used as the mainframe of the control.
Another very specific issue regarding shipboard MVDC distribution is the design and implementation
of an efficient power management system (PMS) for optimal scheduling of onboard generators and
electric loads. A well-designed PMS is always able to meet the load demand in an optimal way, thus
enhancing the system reliability and safety. In this context, extensive research work was carried out
in recent years, such as [22] that proposes rule-based energy management system (EMS) with the
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objective of equivalent fuel consumption minimization for DP vessels with AC system architecture.
Similarly, model predictive control (MPC) based EMS is extensively discussed in the literature [23–25].
In [23], the objective is to optimize the power fluctuation in electric propulsion through the combined
use of batteries and capacitors. More improved adaptive MPC is proposed in [24] by integrating the
prediction model with a disturbance model with the same objective as in [23]. In [25], the objective is to
guarantee the high-power ramp rate of pulse power load based on state of charge (SOC) of the energy
storage device for warship application. Even though these PMS strategies are robust and efficient
in achieving their objectives, such as fuel saving, mitigating load power fluctuation, and enhancing
battery life, the reliance on the system model and selection of prediction horizon makes them complex
in their application [22]. Furthermore, references [26–28] use load prediction strategy to determine the
optimal power split between active generators and energy storage devices, with an objective of minimal
fuel consumption. However, this paper proposes a simple yet practical, deterministic rule-based PMS
strategy based on the loading scenario of a cruise ship and SOC states of battery energy storage system
(BESS) for a proposed shipboard MVDC distribution system.

To summarize, this paper proposes a variable speed-operated diesel engine as a prime mover;
six-phase PMSM as a suitable machine for the generator, as well as propeller motor; PV system;
and BESS integration to the MVDC network of a shipboard distribution system for more electric
operation. Furthermore, hierarchical voltage mode droop control and rule-based PMS is proposed for
a hybrid shipboard MVDC distribution system that adds to the intent of SFOC minimization. To show
the pertinence and performance of the proposed topology, control system, and PMS, different test
scenarios for the different operating modes of a cruise ship are introduced and analyzed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed system topology and its
component are modeled and explained. In Section 3, the system controller and PMS are presented.
In Section 4, simulation results are presented and discussed, and the conclusion is drawn in Section 5.

2. System Topology Description and Component Model

A notational diagram of the MVDC shipboard system considered in this paper is shown in Figure 1.
To validate the proposed topology, a radial 6 kV MVDC bus is modeled in Matlab/Simulink environment.
Two variable speed diesel engines (DG1 and DG2), each rated 3MW, are connected to the six-phase
permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) via the mechanical link. PMSG is connected to the
MVDC bus via two-level twelve-pulse voltage source converter used as an active front-end rectifier.
In addition, two PV arrays, each rated 200 kW and BESS rated 600 kWh, are integrated into the system.
Propulsion motors, each rated 2 MW, are also modeled as a six-phase permanent magnet synchronous
motor (PMSM). Ship propellers are driven by variable speed electric motor drives. The generators are
responsible for supplying power to the two propulsion motors and service loads of the cruise ship.
Ship service load, such as heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC), and lighting loads are
supplied through a low voltage DC (LVDC) bus with suitable DC-DC or DC-AC converters, depending
on the nature of the loads. Finally, the MVDC bus is extended to connect to the AC electric grid via a
three-phase neutral point clamped (NPC) interlinking converter and transformer for the purpose of
cold ironing.
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Figure 1. Single line diagram of hybrid MVDC power system architecture considered for a cruise 
ship. 
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To improve the efficiency and fuel economy, the minimum load of the constant speed diesel 
engine should not be less than 40–60% [29] of its rated capacity. However, variable speed operation 
of a diesel generator allows variation on speed according to the load condition, and hence it can 
even operate at a light load condition with better efficiency and minimal SFOC than constant speed 
operation [30,31]. A simplified dynamic model of the diesel engine used in this paper consists of a 
speed controller, an actuator, and an engine, as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 1. Single line diagram of hybrid MVDC power system architecture considered for a cruise ship.

2.1. Variable Speed Diesel Engine Model

To improve the efficiency and fuel economy, the minimum load of the constant speed diesel engine
should not be less than 40–60% [29] of its rated capacity. However, variable speed operation of a diesel
generator allows variation on speed according to the load condition, and hence it can even operate at a
light load condition with better efficiency and minimal SFOC than constant speed operation [30,31].
A simplified dynamic model of the diesel engine used in this paper consists of a speed controller,
an actuator, and an engine, as shown in Figure 2.
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The mechanical model of the diesel engine is represented as:

(Je + Jg)
dωm

dt
+ωmD = Tm − Tem (1)

where ωm is the angular mechanical rotational speed of an engine, Je + Jg is the combined inertia of the
engine and PMSG, D is combined viscous friction of engine and PMSG, Tm is the mechanical torque
generated by the diesel engine, and Tem is electromagnetic torque demanded by PMSG.

To minimize fuel consumption, the optimal reference speed for the diesel engine is computed by
using a look-up table where the optimal power–speed curve as given in Figure 3 is implemented.
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Figure 3. Optimal speed curve reproduced for variable speed operation of the diesel engine [32].

2.2. Six-Phase PMSM Model

As noted in the introduction, to increase the power rating, smooth the electromagnetic torque
pulsations, minimize harmonic content of the DC-link current, and to reduce the cost of the drive
system, six-phase PMSMs are attractive in the marine propulsion system, especially in MVDC
interface [33]. Several models of six-phase PMSM are reported in the literature [34–36]. This paper
considers the six-phase PMSM with two identical three-phase stator winding sets that are balanced and
star-connected, and each spatially separated from each other by 30 electrical degrees. The schematic
diagram of six-phase PMSM connected to the two-level active rectifier is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of six-phase PMSM with an active rectifier; (a) Winding configuration of
six-phase PMSM; (b) Connection of six-phase PMSM with two-level active rectifier.

The basic stator voltage, flux linkage, and system motion equations for the PMSM in Figure 4 can
be written as:

us = Rsis + d
dtψs

ψs = Lsis +ψ f s
Tem = Tl + Dω+ J dω

dt

 (2)

ψ f s = ψm
[

cos(θ) cos(θ− 2π
3 ) cos(θ− 4π

3 ) cos(θ− π
6 ) cos(θ− 5π

6 ) cos(θ− 3π
2 )

]T
(3)

where Rs and Ls are the matrices of stator phase winding resistance (though not shown in the Figure 4,
it cannot be neglected for a large machine) and inductance, respectively; ψm is the maximum amplitude
of permanent magnet rotor flux linkage, which is a constant; us, is, and ψs are the vectors of stator
terminal phase voltage, current, and flux linkage, respectively; θ is the angle between the magnetic
axis of phase-a and the rotating magnetic field; Tem, Tl, B,ω, and J are the electromagnetic torque, load
torque, damping coefficient, angular velocity, and rotational inertia of the machine, respectively.
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The vectors of stator terminal voltage, current, and flux linkage can be defined as:

us =
[

ua ub uc ux uy uz
]T

ψs =
[
ψa ψb ψc ψx ψy ψz

]T

is =
[

ia ib ic ix iy iz
]T

 (4)

where subscripts a to z represent the components of six-phases of PMSM.
Similarly, the matrices of stator phase winding resistance and inductance can be expressed as

Equations (5) and (6), considering the alignment of a magnetic axis of phase-a aligned with an axis of a
magnetic field.

Rs =



Ra 0 0 0 0 0
0 Rb 0 0 0 0
0 0 Rc 0 0 0
0 0 0 Rx 0 0
0 0 0 0 Ry 0
0 0 0 0 0 Rz


(5)

Ls = Ll



1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1


+ Lm



1 −
1
2 −

1
2

√
3

2 −

√
3

2 0

−
1
2 1 −

1
2 0

√
3

2 −

√
3

2

−
1
2 −

1
2 1 −

√
3

2 0
√

3
2√

3
2 0 −

√
3

2 1 −
1
2 −

1
2

−

√
3

2

√
3

2 0 −
1
2 1 −

1
2

0 −

√
3

2

√
3

2 −
1
2 −

1
2 1


(6)

where Ll and Lm are the stator leakage and magnetizing inductances.
Phase equations of six-phase PMSM in the natural coordinate frame have a current flow equation

for each phase in the six-dimensional system, making the control much more complex. To simplify
the control, the basic idea is to decompose the six-dimensional system into a vector space with three
orthogonal subspaces, such that the one subspace contains all the electromechanical energy conversion.
In this paper, traditional space vector decoupling theory [37] is used to find the basis vectors of each
subspace. By using space vector decoupling theory, the harmonics of the six-phase machine variables
are decoupled to three orthogonal subspaces, namely dq, z1z2, and d0q0; the transformation matrix
from natural coordinates to vector spaces is given as:

f d
f q
f z1
f z2
f d0
f q0


=

2
6



1 cos 4π
6 cos 8π

6 cos π6 cos 5π
6 cos 9π

6
0 sin 4π

6 sin 8π
6 sin π

6 sin 5π
6 sin 9π

6
1 cos 8π

6 cos 4π
6 cos 5π

6 cos π6 cos 9π
6

0 sin 8π
6 sin 4π

6 sin 5π
6 sin π

6 sin 9π
6

1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1





f a
f b
f c
f x
f y
f z


(7)

[
fdqz1z2d0d2

]
= T

[
fabcxyz

]
(8)

where T is the transformation matrix for transformation from natural coordinates to synchronous
coordinates for a six-phase machine.

Now by applying the transformation given by (8) to (2), the vector space decomposition variable
in a new reference frame can be expressed as:

usd = Rs.isd +
d
dtψsd

ψsd = Lsd.isd +ψ f sd

}
(9)
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where
usd =

[
ud uq uz1 uz2 ud0 uq0

]T

isd =
[

id iq iz1 iz2 id0 iq0
]T

 (10)

and

Lsd =



Ld 0 0 0 0 0
0 Lq 0 0 0 0
0 0 Ll 0 0 0
0 0 0 Ll 0 0
0 0 0 0 Ll 0
0 0 0 0 0 Ll


(11)

Again by applying the transformation given by (8) to Equation (6), the stator inductance value
along the dq subspace is calculated as (12) which can be used to update elements of matrix represented
by (11).

Ld = Lq = 3Lm + Ll (12)

Similarly, applying the transformation expressed in (8) to the machine model in the natural
reference frame, a decoupled model of six-phase PMSG in the new reference frame can be expressed as:

did
dt = 1

Ld
(−Rsid +ωLqiq + ud)

diq
dt = 1

Lq
(−Rsiq −ω(Ldid +ψ f ) + uq)

diz1
dt = 1

Ll
(−Rsiz1 + uz1)

diz2
dt = 1

Ll
(−Rsiz2 + uz2)


(13)

Also, electromagnetic torque produced by the component of d− q subspace is expressed as (14):

Tem =
P
2

6
2
(ψmiq + (Ld − Lq)idiq) (14)

The model of the six-phase PMSM developed based on the Equations (1)–(6) can be used to
simulate either a generator or propulsion motor, depending upon the direction of torque applied.
The parameters used for the six-phase PMSM as generator and motor considered in this paper are
provided in Table A1 of Appendix A.

2.3. PV Array Model

The escalating cost of fossil fuels and the regulatory compliance to reduce the emission of
greenhouse gases has forced the shipping industry to deploy renewable energy sources, such as
PV systems, as an alternative means of ecofriendly transportation [38,39]. Normally, power from
the PV system depends on the solar irradiation profile and cell temperature of the PV array in an
offshore installation. However, in the case of an onboard application, it also depends on other climatic
factors and the nature of the voyage (longitude and latitude of navigation route) [40]. The capacity
of PV installation relies on the available free deck space (roof, facade, starboard, etc.) which also
depends on the type of ship. In that context, PV installation is assumed to be 20% of the total onboard
generation system, as recommended in [10,40]. In this paper, with the scope of extracting the maximum
power from the PV array, a flying interleaved boost converter (FIBC) is used with a variable step size
incremental conductance algorithm. Since the PV system is connected to the DC-link voltage that is
as high as 6 kV, the main reason behind using FIBC is to minimize the voltage stress over IGBTs and
the other reason is to minimize the ripple of the input current. The design and modeling of FIBC is
coherent with [41]. The circuit diagram of a PV array connected to the FIBC and single diode model of
a PV cell is shown in Figure 5. Simulation and design parameters of the PV system are presented in
Table A2 of Appendix A.
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link voltage that is as high as 6 kV, the main reason behind using FIBC is to minimize the voltage 
stress over IGBTs and the other reason is to minimize the ripple of the input current. The design 
and modeling of FIBC is coherent with [41]. The circuit diagram of a PV array connected to the 
FIBC and single diode model of a PV cell is shown in Figure 5. Simulation and design parameters of 
the PV system are presented in Table A2 of Appendix A. 
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The voltage–current characteristics of the PV cell are given by Equation (15):

Ipv = Iph − Is[exp
(

q(Vpv + RsIpv)

nkT
− 1

)
−

Vpv + RsIpv

Rsh
(15)

where Iph is the photocurrent, Is is the diode saturation current, q is an electronic charge, T is temperature
(K), n is P–N junction ideality factor, and Rs and Rsh are the intrinsic series resistances of the PV cell.

The components of the FIBC can be calculated based on the Equations (16) and (17) [41]:

L =
(3− 4D)(D− 0.5)Vbus

(1 + D)∆iin fs
(16)

C =
(3− 4D)(D− 0.5)Vbus

2(1−D)∆vbusR fs
(17)

where ∆iin is considered to be 5% of the output current that is input current ripple, ∆vbus is considered
to be 1% of the output dc voltage that is dc-link voltage ripple, D is the duty cycle, and Ts =

1
fs

is the
switching period.

2.4. Battery Energy Storage System

In the hybrid MVDC shipboard distribution system, BESS finds its application with a wide range
of scope. In this paper, the primary purpose of BESS is to improve the overall efficiency of a generator
system, which allows at least one diesel engine to shut down during low load conditions. In doing so,
it assists in accomplishing the intent of minimal fuel consumption and minimal pollutant emission [42].
The secondary purpose of interest is related to the idea of load leveling, which allows the diesel engines
to work at constant power either by charging or discharging the BESS, ignoring the fluctuation in
propulsion load demand. In doing so, BESS not only helps in improvisation of the fuel economy
but also in providing additional redundancy to the shipboard power system during large transients
in ship electrical load. Taking into consideration of the size of the PV system installed, potential
propulsion load profile, and potential system contingencies, the sizing of BESS is considered to be 10%
of total onboard generation capacity, according to reference [43]. A Li-ion model battery is used for its
advantage of high power density. For interfacing BESS to the MVDC grid, an interleaved bidirectional
converter (IBC) is used, as shown in Figure 6. The design and modeling of the IBC is coherent with [44].
The design and simulation parameters of the BESS system are presented in Table A3 of Appendix A.
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The components of the IBC can be computed, based on Equations (18) and (19), as given by [44]:

Ch =
DP

Vbus fs∆vbus
(18)

Lcr =
(Vbat −Vbus)V2

bus
2PVbat fs

(19)

where Lcr is a critical value of inductance and the inductance value is taken as less than Lcr.

2.5. Dc-Link Model

The power connection between generators, energy storage devices, and loads is done through
the common DC-link, which is none other than a capacitor. MVDC bus can be modeled, based on
Equation (20):

Cdc
dVdc

dt
= Idc − Il (20)

where Cdc, Vdc, Idc, and Il are DC-link capacitance, DC bus voltage, output DC current, and load current,
respectively. The value of DC-link capacitance is determined by the ratio of energy stored in the
capacitor bank and nominal power needed to be handled by an AC-DC converter connected to diesel
engines, as given by the Equation (21):

Ec

Pnom
= nth fraction of highest cycle in variable speed mode (21)

In this paper, the fraction of highest cycle is taken as 0.5, nominal power Pnom = 2.5 MW and the
DC-link voltage Vbus = 6 kV, so the capacitor value is computed by (22):

0.5CdcV2
bus

Pnom
= 0.5 (22)

2.6. Propulsion Load Model

The mechanical load power and propeller load torque for the motion of the ship can be expressed
in terms of torque and rotational speed of the propeller as (23):

PLoad = 2πnQ (23)

where Q is the propeller torque and n is the rotational speed of the propeller.
The PMSM is directly connected to the propeller shaft, therefore n is also the rotational speed of

the PMSM.
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3. Hierarchical Control for MVDC Shipboard Microgrid

The hierarchical control proposed in this paper for the shipboard MVDC distribution system
consists of two layers. The first layer controls the local voltages and currents, while the second
layer maintains the dc voltage level and ensures proportional power sharing among the generators.
The control scheme for voltage mode droop controlled system for considered shipboard power system
is shown in Figures 7–9.
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While in berth-out mode, the DC bus of an onboard MVDC distribution system is disconnected
from the onshore grid, thus making it a mobile islanded DC microgrid. In this mode, the mode selection
switch, as shown in Figure 9, passes the unity value such that both the primary and secondary control
comes in action at the same time. The control over the DC-link from the interlinking bidirectional
converter is released and onboard converters come into action to take control over the DC-link while
operating in droop controlled mode. Along with that, the mode controller also signals for starting the
DGs as soon as the ship enters in this mode. The total load on the system during this mode will be the
sum of propulsion and ship service load.

While in a berth-in mode, the onboard MVDC distribution system is connected to an onshore
ac grid via an interlinking converter, forming a grid-connected hybrid AC/DC microgrid. Therefore,
in this mode, the control over the DC-link voltage is transferred to the interlinking converter by onboard
PMS. Furthermore, the mode selection switch sends the zero value for the primary and secondary
controller output, i.e., [δi] and δv, at the same time the diesel generator connected converters are turned
off. Besides, in this mode, BESS can be charged at constant power for dedicated use during berth-out
mode. Thus, during berth-in mode, the total load on the system will be ship service load and BESS as
charging load. In this mode, the onshore grid will supply all deficit amounts of load power, which
cannot be maintained by the PV system.

3.1. Primary Control

In this paper, multiple generators are considered; each generator has its own local current and
voltage regulator. Since, the PV system and BESS have a simple primary control structure; their
control is not described further in this paper. Furthermore, grid-connected converter control is also not
presented, as it can be found in many other researches [45,46]. However, the primary control of the
six-phase propulsion system is complex and discussed in detail.

3.1.1. Primary Current Control

The overall control structure of the six-phase PMSG has three control loops: speed control loop,
DC-link voltage control loop, and current control loop, as shown in Figure 10. The current control loops
form the primary current control structure. As expressed in (13), the model of six-phase PMSG in dq
subspace is composed of fundamentals and 12k± 1(k = 1, 2, 3, . . .) harmonics. Since the fundamental
component interacts with the rotor flux linkage (ψ f ) in the air gap of the PMSM, it is responsible
for generating electromagnetic torque [47]. Therefore, control of the component along dq subspace
will control the electromagnetic power flow in PMSM. However, for the non-salient pole six-phase
PMSG considered, Ld = Lq; electromagnetic torque will be linear only with q-axis component as
expressed below:

Tem = P
6
2
(ψ f iq) (24)

Therefore, the d-axis component along the dq subspace is set to zero (i∗d = 0). Furthermore,
components along the z1z2 subspace are composed of 6k± 1(k = 1, 2, 3, . . .) harmonics. Components
along the z1z2 subspace would cause energy loss [48], which ultimately reduces the efficiency of PMSM,
so these components are also controlled with zero referencing (i∗z1 = 0, i∗z2 = 0) to improve the energy
conversion efficiency.
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The overall control equations for the current control loop resulting in the required terminal voltage
are expressed as:
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where kpo, kio, kpi, and kii are the proportional and integral gain of outer voltage loop control and the
inner current loop control, respectively.

The control strategy of the PMSM as a motor is the same as that of the PMSM as a generator, except
the outer voltage control loop is replaced by a speed control loop, as shown in Figure 11. The outer
speed control loop is designed to run the propeller motor at the desired angular speed ω∗m so that
the ship travels at a specified speed v∗. The ship operator determines the specified speed of the ship.
Transformation of specified linear ship speed v∗ to angular speed ω∗m depends upon the propeller blade
pitch angle and rotor diameter, if the water is assumed as an inelastic medium. For simulation, these
dependencies are simplified by a constant factor k in this paper. It should be noted that the reference
q-axis current i∗q would be positive for PMSM in motoring mode.

ω∗m = kv∗ (26)

i∗q =
(
kpo +

kio
s

)
(ω∗m −ωm) (27)

where kpo and kio are the proportional and integral gain of the outer speed control loop of PMSM as
propeller motor.
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3.1.2. Primary Voltage Control

Since voltage mode droop-based power-sharing strategy is used in this paper, a DC voltage
reference for the local voltage controllers is generated based on the V–I droop characteristics of the
generator. The reference voltage value can be computed as:

V∗dci
= Vdci − kiIdci (28)

where Idci , ki, Vdci , and V∗dci
are the filtered output current, droop coefficient, measured output voltage,

and reference output dc-link voltage of the ith converter.
For the topology considered in our case, PV is of non dispatchable nature and does not take part

in the DC-link voltage balancing, thus (28) holds valid for the only PMSG connected converter and
BESS system.

3.2. Secondary Control

Secondary control is responsible for maintaining the DC-link voltage level, irrespective of the
change in load condition. A secondary voltage controller term known as voltage shifting term [49]
is added to (28) to restore the drop in DC bus voltage introduced due to the droop controller and to
enhance the power-sharing accuracy, as given by (29)

V∗dci
= Vdci − kiIdci + (kps +

kis
s
)(V∗dc −Vdc)︸                      ︷︷                      ︸

voltage−shifting term

(29)

V∗dci
= Vdci − kiIdci + δv (30)

where V∗dc and Vdc are a nominal and measured value of MVDC bus voltage.
Besides the voltage level balancing, another important function in an onboard DC grid is to

control the power/current flow from the different onboard generators. For this propose in this paper,
a secondary current controller is proposed for each generator, which adjusts the power flow references
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as determined by PMS accordingly. Thus, after adding a secondary power flow controller, equation
(30) can be expressed as:

V∗dci
= Vdci − kiIdci +

(
kps +

kis
s

)(
V∗dc −Vdc

)
+

(
kps +

kis
s

)(
I∗dci
− Idci

)
(31)

V∗dci
= Vdci − kiIdci + δv + δii (32)

where I∗dci
and Idci are the reference and measured value of the current of ith generator of the onboard

MVDC distribution system.

3.3. PMS

Rule-based PMS strategy is proposed to compute the load sharing for each generator based on
its capacity. The developed strategy relies on the predefined states of loading scenario for different
operating modes and SOC condition of BESS. Whenever possible, PMS is designed such that it performs
the scheduling of dispatchable generators (DG1 and DG2) at their minimal SFOC zone, i.e., at their
optimal operating point.

Pmin
dg ≤ Pdg1, Pdg2 ≤ Pmax

dg , DG constraints (33)

−Pmin
bat ≤ Pbat ≤ Pmax

bat
SOCmin ≤ SOC ≤ SOCmax

}
, BESS constraints (34)

0 ≤ Ppv ≤ Pmppt
pv , PV constraints (35)

For a mobile islanded onboard power distribution system, the internal power balance at each
time step is given as:

2∑
i=1

Pdg +
2∑

i=1

Ppv + Pbat + Ptotal
l = 0 (36)

The developed pseudocode of PMS, as shown Table 1, is bounded by constraints (33)–(35),
such that the power balance condition (36) is always preserved. The PMS system reads the SOC
of BESS, load power Pl, and output PV power Ppv as input, and produces control (turn on/off and
charging/discharging decisions for DGs and BESS respectively) as well as reference power signals for
DGs and BESS as output. Whenever possible, the BESS system is charged or discharged equivalently
with the amount of power production from PV system so as to avoid the power disturbance that may
arise due to the stochastic nature of power from the PV system. PMS is designed such that DG1 is
operated at its optimal power (85% of its nominal power) for most of the time so as to have minimal
SFOC consumption. Since the load of the ship varies depending largely on its cruising speed, as the
load demand exceeds the optimal power of DG1, i.e., (Pdg1,opt), DG2 comes in action. Such design leads
to the operation of DG2 in variable speed mode most of the time, which supplies the excess load after
the optimal operating point of DG1. However, when the load on the ship is quite high, DG2 is also
operated at its optimal power, i.e., (Pdg2,opt), and BESS will operate in peak shaving mode to supply
excess load. BESS as shown in Table 1, when SOC > SOCmax, mostly works in discharge mode and may
remain in standby mode; when SOCmin ≤ SOC ≤ SOCmax, works either in charging or discharging
mode; and when SOC < SOCmin, it works in charging mode. BESS, while operating in these different
modes, will perform peak shaving and load leveling actions, which will be demonstrated in simulation
results in a later section.
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Table 1. Rule-based PMS pseudocode in tabular form.

BESS Condition Loading Case PMS Action

if
SOC > SOCmax

if
Pl ≤ Ppv + 0.6Pbat

Pdg1 = 0, Pdg2 = 0,
Pbat = Pl − Ppv

else if
Ppv + 0.6Pmax

bat < Pl ≤ Pdg1,opt + Ppv

Pdg1 = Pl − Ppv, Pdg2 = 0,
Pbat = 0

else if
Pdg1,opt + Ppv < Pl ≤ Pdg1,opt + 0.6Pmax

bat + Ppv

Pdg1 = Pdg1,opt, Pdg2 = 0,
Pbat = Pl − Pdg1 − Ppv

else
Pl > Pdg1,opt + 0.6Pmax

bat + Ppv

Pdg1 = Pdg1,opt, Pbat = 0.6Pmax
bat

Pdg2 = Pl − Pdg1 − Ppv − Pbat

else if
SOCmin ≤ SOC ≤ SOCmax

if
Pl ≤ Pdg1,opt

Pdg1 = Pl, Pdg2 = 0
Pbat = −Ppv

else if
Pdg1,opt < Pl ≤ Pdg1,opt + 0.3Pmax

bat + Ppv

Pdg1 = Pdg1,opt, Pdg2 = 0
Pbat = Pl − Pdg1 − Ppv

else if
Pdg1,opt + 0.3Pmax

bat + Ppv < Pl ≤ Pdg1,opt + Pdg2,opt

Pdg1 = Pdg1,opt, Pbat = 0.3Pmax
bat

Pdg2 = Pl − Pdg1 − Ppv − Pbat

else
Pl > Pdg1,opt + Pdg2,opt

Pdg1 = Pdg1,opt, Pdg2 = Pdg2,opt
Pbat = Pl − Pdg1 − Pdg2 − Ppv

else
SOC < SOCmin

if
Pl ≤ Pdg1,opt

Pdg1 = Pl, Pdg2 = 0
Pbat = −Ppv

else if
Pdg1,opt < Pl ≤ Pdg1,opt + Pdg2,opt

Pdg1 = Pdg1,opt, Pdg2 = Pl − Pdg1
Pbat = −Ppv

else
Pl > Pdg1,opt + Pdg2,opt

Pdg1 = Pdg1,opt, Pdg2 = Pdg2,opt
Pbat = Pl − Pdg1 − Pdg2 − Ppv

4. Simulation Results

4.1. Loading Scenario Under Considerations

For a high fidelity detailed model of shipboard power system considered in this paper, it is
unfeasible to simulate the complete load profile of a voyage due to the high computational burden.
Therefore, different load levels corresponding to different modes of ship operation are considered
in the scale of seconds, as shown in Figure 12. Herein, load levels corresponding to four modes of
operation are defined relative to the ship speed, namely: maneuvering out of the port (0–18 s); cruising
at open sea (18–82 s), which is also divided into two modes (medium speed cruising at 15 knots and
full speed cruising at 25 knots); and maneuvering into the port (98–115 s). To validate the proposed
PMS and control strategy, these load levels are joined together such that the transition from one mode
to another mode can be simulated continuously and dynamics of the system can be observed under
such transitions.
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4.2. Verification of Six-Phase PMSM Operations

For the verification of six-phase PMSM operation, a single generator–single propeller (SGSP)
six-phase PMSM system, as shown in Figure 13 is simulated. For the SGSP system, the propeller load
is half of the total propulsion load, at each time step of the simulation.
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Figure 13. Single generator–single propeller (SGSP) six-phase PMSM system.

The ship speed profile, see Figure 14a, representing the different operating modes is given as
the input in Figure 11 for the SGSP system simulation study. The propeller power requirement to
thrust the ship in forward motion for given speed conditions is given in Figure 14b, which is negative
and equal to the power supplied by a diesel engine, as shown in Figure 14d. Below 10 s, load on
the diesel engine is less than 30% of its rated power, so it runs at specified minimal optimal speed so
as to minimize SFOC. After 10 s, the load is greater than 30% and ramping up, so the diesel engine
runs at varying optimal speed until the load is almost constant at the medium speed cruising section,
where it runs nearly in constant optimal speed. This tendency of variable optimal speed operation and
constant optimal speed operation of the diesel engine depending on the loading condition is clearly
demonstrated in Figure 14c. The dc-link voltage for the range of loading condition is stable, as shown
by Figure 14e. The negative q-axis current, as shown in Figure 14f, shows the range of current to be
delivered by the PMSG for the different loading conditions considered.
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Figure 14. SGSP–PMSM system simulation results: (a) speed of ship PMSM-connected ship propeller;
(b) mechanical power from PMSM to drive the propeller; (c) variable operating speed of the diesel
engine for the given load; (d) mechanical power supplied by the diesel engine to PMSG; (e) dc-link
voltage waveform; (f) q-axis current response of PMSG.

Figure 15 shows the current waveform of six-phase PMSG for delivering the required power to
the propeller under different loading conditions. The magnified view of the current waveform in
Figure 15b–d shows different operating frequencies at different loading conditions, which is because of
the variable speed operation of a diesel engine.
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Figure 15. Stator current waveforms of six-phase PMSG operating in variable speed mode: (a) Six-phase
current at stator terminal supplied by PMSG; (b) magnification of (a) at an optimal speedω∗m � 116.9 rad/s;
(c) magnification of (a) at an optimal speed ω∗m � 160 rad/s; (d) magnification of (a) at an optimal speed
ω∗m � 236.78 rad/s.

4.3. Full System Simulation Under Berth-Out and Berth-In Mode

4.3.1. Berth-Out Mode

In berth-out mode, simulation is carried out for loading conditions of Figure 12, with three
different cases, namely, SOC high, SOC within limit, and SOC low, based on the PMS defined in Table 1.
Since, the rating of PV array installed for onboard application is much lower compared to the rating of
diesel engine sets, PV array when simulated for a lower value of PV output power, its effect on the
system is minimal and hence, not clearly observable. Therefore, to demonstrate the effect of the PV
array on the system, such that all the transition points are observable, results are presented when the
output power produced from both PV arrays is maximum, i.e., 400 kW.

Figure 16a presents the power flow waveforms of the considered topology of an all-electric ship in
berth-out mode while SOC of BESS is high (SOC ≥ 90). When SOC is high, BESS is normally subjected
to a discharge condition. Output power from the PV array is injected continuously into the system
for the entire period of simulation. For the first 10.5 s, BESS remains in standby mode and the load
is supplied only by DG1 operating in variable speed mode. After 10.5 s, BESS comes in action such
that BESS and DG1 are operating together in droop controlled mode to supply the load. At 14 s, load
level is very high, so DG2 also comes online such that BESS, DG1, and DG2 all are operating in droop
controlled mode and generating the power as defined by PMS. System transients when DG2 comes
online are due to the sluggish nature of the diesel engine as compared to other system generators.
Until 101 s, DG1 operates at its optimal power (85% of its rated capacity), DG2 operates in variable
speed mode supplying variable amount of load, and BESS is discharged at the rate defined by PMS.
After 101 s, load is ramping down so DG2 goes offline and active generators are only DG1 and BESS.
After 114 s, BESS goes in standby mode and only DG1 is supplying the load.

In Figure 17, simulation results of berth-out mode while SOC of BESS is within the specified range
(25 < SOC < 90) are presented. During the beginning, load level considered is low, so only DG1 is
turned on, DG2 is kept offline, and BESS is subjected to charge equivalently to the power available
from the PV. As the load level is ramping up, at around 10.5 s, optimal operating power level of DG1 is
already reached and it is subjected to optimal power operation. After 10.5 s, the charging power of
BESS is decreased until 13 s, when it transits from charging to discharging mode so as to cope with the
ramping load. After 14 s, the load level becomes significantly high, so DG2 needs to come online to
match the load demand. After 43 s, load ramping reaches a significant amount, such that DG2 is also
operated at its optimal power. At the same time, the total power produced from optimal operation
of both the DG sets and the PV array exceeds the load demand and hence, BESS is charged with the
excess amount of power produced. The power flow explanations after 60 s are the same as described
above since the loading levels considered are symmetrical.
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In Figure 18, simulation results of berth-out mode while SOC of BESS is low (SOC ≤ 25) are
presented. Since the SOC of BESS is low, it is normally subjected to charging. At the beginning, load
level is low, so only DG1 is kept on and BESS is subjected to charge with the power equivalent to
generated PV power. At 14 s, load demand reaches a significant value such that DG1 is operated at
optimal power and rest of the load is handled by DG2 operating in variable speed mode. At 43 s, load
level reaches the value such that two DG sets are operated in optimal mode and charging level of BESS
is reduced to match the load demand. After 70 s, load level reaches the value that can be handled
only by two DGs, so BESS is again charged with the equivalent amount of power available from the
PV array.
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Simulation results in Figures 16, 17 and 18b show the variable operating speed of the diesel engine
sets, SOC states of BESS, and DC-link voltage of the system under different SOC levels. Operating speed
of the diesel engines and DC-link voltage waveform are stable under different operating conditions,
ensuring the stability of the system.

4.3.2. Berth-In Mode

While in a berth-in mode, since diesel engine sets are offline, only the PV array and BESS will
be the onboard power generators and the system will resemble a grid-connected PV system. For the
simulation in a berth-in mode, both PV arrays are subjected to the same irradiance profile and BESS is
subjected to charge at constant power, for dedicated use during berth-out mode.

The simulation results in Figure 19 show the current and voltage waveform of the system during
berth-in mode. The loading level imposed on the system during berth-in mode is shown in Figure 20.
For brevity, only the waveforms of one PV array are presented, as both PV arrays are equal in size,
and subjected to same irradiance profile, they will have the same current and voltage dynamics.
As depicted in Figure 19a, a variable irradiance profile lasting up to 6 s is subjected to the PV array;
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PV voltage is tracked around the maximum power point voltage of 1530 volts staying within the limit
of voltage variation. For the considered irradiance profile the PV current is changing according to
the change in insolation so as to produce the respective amount of power. Similarly in Figure 19b,
as BESS is subjected to constant charging, its voltage is rising from the voltage level of the discharged
state corresponding to 25% SOC. Negative constant current and increasing SOC depicts constant rate
charging of BESS. In addition, Figure 19c shows the stable current and voltage waveform of the onshore
grid while maintaining the power flow in the system. The grid is supplying the current to the onboard
load, based on the power production from the onboard PV array.
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Figure 19. System characteristics during berth-in mode: (a) insolation, PV output voltage, and current
waveform; (b) BESS voltage, current, and SOC waveform; (c) grid side voltage and current waveform
at the point of common coupling.

The simulation results in Figure 20 show the power flow waveforms between the onshore grid
and onboard system, and the DC-link voltage waveform during berth-in mode. Since, power output
from PV array alone is insufficient to supply the load added to the charging power of BESS, deficit
amount of power is supplied by the onshore grid as shown in Figure 20b. Furthermore, dc-link voltage
is stable during the major load changes and variation in output power of PV system, ensuring the
stable operation of onboard power system.
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5. Conclusions

This paper presented the modeling and simulation of the MVDC distribution system for an
all-electric ship. Normally, an all-electric ship with the onboard MVDC bus is composed of different
generators, power electronics components, and control system structure. All these components and the
control structure were modeled and simulated in the Matlab/Simulink environment. It was found that
the developed model had satisfactory performance for the operating scenarios that were considered.
The mathematical model and control structure of the novel onboard six-phase PMSM propulsion
system was introduced and discussed in detail. Simulation results of SGSP system verified the
reliability and adaptability of the novel onboard six-phase propulsion system proposed. Furthermore,
the proposed topology of the shipboard MVDC distribution system combined with hierarchical control
structure and rule-based PMS was tested under respective load levels of different operating conditions
during berth-out and berth-in mode. The performance of proposed topology was stable in terms of
power delivery, dynamics of DC-link voltage, and frequency of the onboard generator throughout the
simulation for both berth-out and berth-in mode. The proposed system could be extended for future
research with the scope of seamless interconnection during changeovers of berth-out to a berth-in
mode, which is not covered in this paper.
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Appendix A. Design Parameters of System Components

Table A1. Parameters of PMSM as a generator and motor.

Parameter Generator Motor Unit

Rated Power 3 2 MW
Number of pole pairs, P 2 6 -
Magnetizing inductance, Lm 3.3315 3.331 mH
Leakage inductance, Ll 1.5 1.1 mH
Rotor flux linkage amplitude, ψ f 4.759 4.759 Wb
Stator phase winding resistance, Rs 0.02425 0.002425 ohm
Switching frequency of ac–dc converter, fs 3 3 kHz
Time delay, Td 16.6 16.6 ms
Linear to angular speed conversion factor, k - 1.6427 -

Table A2. Design parameters of FIBC.

Parameter Value Unit

Rated power of PV array 200 kW
Maximum power point voltage at STC 1530 V
FIBC inductance value, L = L1 = L2 = L3 = L4 3 mH
Dc-link capacitance value, Cdc 95,500 µF
PV side capacitance value, Cpv 5000 µF
ESR of the inductor, rL 0.005 ohm
ESR of the capacitor, rC 0.002 ohm
Switching frequency if FIBC, fs 5 kHz
DC bus voltage, Vdc 6 kV

Table A3. Design parameters of BESS.

Parameter Value Unit

Rated power of BESS 600 kWh
Nominal rated voltage of BESS, Vbatnom 1200 V
IBC inductance value, L = L1 = L2 4.5 mH
Dc-link capacitance value, Cdc 95,500 µF
Switching frequency if IBC, fs 10 kHz
DC bus voltage, Vdc 6 kV
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